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For a separable element : over a local field K, we consider a sequence
(:, :1 , ..., :n) of elements such that :i is of minimal degree over K with
v (:i&1&:i)=sup [v (:i&1&;) | [K(;) : K]<[K(: i&1) : K]] and that :n belongs to
K, where :0=: and v is the unique valuation on the algebraic closure of K with
v (K_)=Z. Such a sequence is called a saturated distinguished chain for : over K.
We study how these chains are determined from : and see that these chains are
closely related to the ramification of the field K(:).  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Saturated distinguished chains of polynomials over a local field were first
introduced by Popescu and Zaharescu in [1]. In that paper and also in a
number of subsequent papers, they studied the structure of irreducible
polynomials in one variable over a local field. In particular, they intro-
duced a system of invariants related to saturated distinguished chains in
[1], and proved that those invariants were characteristic in describing the
set of irreducible polynomials (cf. [1, Theorem 4.6]). There the main tools
were the results proved earlier on the residual transcendental extension of
a valuation. In the series of papers, their investigations were mainly
focussed on the analysis of polynomials, but their ideas and results can be
used to analyse finite extensions of a local field as well, and it is done in
this paper.
Let (K, v) be a valuation field with v a valuation on K, K the algebraic
closure of K and v an extension of v to K . In [2], Alexandru, Popescu, and
Zaharescu gave a description of a residual transcendental extension of v to
K (x), the field of rational functions over K , in terms of a pair (:, $) in
K _1v , where 1v is the value group of v . Here for a valuation field (L, w),
a residual transcendental extension of w is an extension of w to L(x) such
that its residue field is transcendental over that of L. Two pairs (:, $) and
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(;, $$) define the same valuation on K (x) if and only if $=$$ and
v (:&;)$. If we take a pair (:, $) such that the degree of : over K is
minimal among those that define the same valuation w on K (x), we can
obtain more precise information on w (cf. [2, 3]). Such a pair is called a
minimal pair with respect to K.
On the other hand, for Henselian valuations Krasner’s lemma tells us
that for a separable element : over K there exists an open neighborhood
U=[; # K | v (:&;)>$] of : such that K(;) contains K(:) for any ; in U,
so especially the degree of : over K is minimal in U. Hence (:, $) is a mini-
mal pair with respect to K for sufficiently large $. Also it is shown that for
: not in K if we consider the largest open neighborhood W of : such that
the degree of : over K is minimal in W, there exists # on the boundary of
W such that the minimality collapses, i.e., [K(:) : K]>[K(#) : K] (cf.
Remark 2.2(9)). This observation naturally leads us to consider a sequence
(:, :1 , ..., :n) for :. Here :1 is a separable element over K of minimal degree
such that v (:&:1)=sup [v (:&;) | ; # K and [K(:) : K]>[K(;) : K]].
Similarly :2 is obtained from :1 and so on, and we keep going until :n
reaches K. This sequence is called a saturated distinguished chain (SDC)
for : over K (cf. Definition 2.3, or [1]). From this construction it seems
clear that saturated distinguished chains give us some algebraic informa-
tion on : and on the field K(:).
In connection with residual transcendental extensions of v , if (:, :1 , ...) is
a SDC for : over K, then the relation between K(:) and K(:1) is obtained
by considering a valuation w on K (x) defined by pairs (:, $) and (:1 , $)
with $=sup [v (:&;) | ; # K and [K(:) : K]>[K(;) : K]]. Here (:, $)
and (:1 , $) define the same valuation on K (x) for this $. For example, we
can know that the ramification index and the residual degree of K(:1) over
K divide those of K(:) over K (cf. Proposition 2.9, or [1]).
In this paper, we consider SDCs for a separable element over a local field
K, and show how those chains relate to the ramification for the field that
it generates. In Section 2, we give a review of a saturated distinguished
chain. Here we shall not mention any details on residual transcendental
extensions, as we do not need them in this paper. Also it should be noted
that only a part of invariants defined in [1] is used. In Section 3, we prove
two theorems (Theorems 3.2 and 3.10) which treat the case of tamely
ramified extensions of K. For such an extension K(:) those elements
appearing in a SDC for : stay inside of K(:), and the concrete construction
of a SDC is given for special cases (Theorems 3.2 and Proof of Proposi-
tion 3.4). But for the wildly ramified extensions, the situation seems quite
different. The next element :1 to : in a chain may not necessarily stay
inside of K(:), and at the end of Section 3 we give an example with
:1  K(:). This example naturally leads us to Section 4. In Section 4, we
consider wildly totally ramified extensions which are Galois extensions and
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whose extension degrees are powers of a prime. More precisely, we con-
sider such an extension L over K and take a subfield M such that
K/M/L, K{M and M{L. Let ?1 and ? be prime elements of M and
L, respectively, and set :=?1 (1+?). : is easily shown to be a generator
for L over K, and from saturated distinguished chains for : over K we
obtain some information on the relation between M and L. We can show
that the degree [K(:1) : K], R(:) and the length l(:) of a chain tell us the
relation between [L : M] and [M : K] (cf. Theorems 4.8, 4.9, and
Corollary 4.12). But we do not have concrete construction of a SDC for
this : yet in general (except for some cases), and some further analysis is
needed.
2. REVIEW OF A SATURATED DISTINGUISHED CHAIN
In this section we give a review of a saturated distinguished chain. For
more details see [1, 2].
Let K be a local field, so K is a finite extension of either Qp or Fp ((T ))
for some prime p. Here Fp denotes a finite field of p elements. We fix this
prime p throughout the paper. Take the discrete valuation v=vK on K nor-
malized by v(K _)=vK (K_)=Z. We fix an algebraic closure K of K and
denote the unique extension of v to K by v =v K . For any finite extension
M over K, K/M/K , we denote v M the valuation on K normalized by
v M (M_)=Z, the valuation ring, the maximal ideal and the unit group by
OM , PM and U(M), respectively. Also e(MK) and f (MK) denote the
ramification index and the residual degree of M over K. Let’s denote
degM (;)=[M(;) : M] for ; in K , and especially we denote deg ;=
degK (;)=[K(;) : K].
Let K sep be the separable closure of K in K . Since v is of rank one, we
define a minimal pair for any $ in R. Namely, (:, $) in K sep_R is called
a minimal pair with respect to K if for any ; in K with v (:&;)$ we have
[K(:) : K][K(;) : K].
It should be noted that for K with char K= p, the definition of a minimal
pair is the same as the following: For : # K sep and $ # R,
(:, $) is a minimal pair with respect to K
 for any ; in K sep with v (:&;)$ we have [K(:) : K][K(;) : K].
We shall call a minimal pair we have defined above a separable minimal
pair. For the equivalence of two definitions it suffices to show that if (:, $)
is a separable minimal pair with respect to K, then (:, $) is a minimal pair.
Suppose that the contrary holds. Then there exists ; # K of minimal degree
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such that v (:&;)$ and [K(:) : K]>[K(;) : K]. Here (;, $) is a mini-
mal pair with respect to K. Take a minimal pair (#, $) such that
v (;&#)$ and # # K sep. This has been guaranteed by Theorem 3.1 in [3].
Since [K(;) : K]=[K(#) : K] and v (:&#)$, this contradicts the
separable minimality of (:, $).
For : in K sep, set
|(:)=|K (:)
=sup [v K (:&:$) | :$ is a conjugate of : over K different from :].
By Krasner’s lemma (cf. [4, (16.8)]), (:, $) is a minimal pair with respect
to K for any $>|K (:). It is easy to see that if (:, $) is a minimal pair with
respect to K, then for any $$$, (:, $$) is minimal with respect to K.
Definition 2.1. For : in K sep, we set
R(:)=RK (:)
=inf[$ # R | (:, $) is a minimal pair with respect to K].
When no confusion occurs, we omit K in the notation of RK . If : is in K
itself, (:, $) is minimal with respect to K for any $ in R, so we set
R(:)=&.
Remarks 2.2. (1) R(:)|(:) for any : in K sep.
(2) When : is not in K, then R(:)v (:). For if R(:)<v (:), then
(:, v (:)) is a minimal pair with respect to K. But v (:&0)=v (:) and
[K(0) : K]<[K(:) : K], which is a contradiction.
(3) From the definition of R(:), v (:&;)R(:) for any ; with
deg ;<deg :.
(4) For : in K sep and c in K, R(c+:)=R(:), and R(c:)=
v(c)+R(:) for c{0.
(5) For any conjugate :$ of : over K, R(:)=R(:$). This follows from
the definition of R and because of the Henselian valuation v.
(6) R(:)=& if and only if : # K.
(7) For any * in 1v , there exists : # K sep such that R(:)=*. In [1],
this has been considered in more general setting (cf. [1, Theorem 4.5]).
(8) If M is an intermediate field, K/M/K(:), then RK (:)
1
e RM (:), where e=e(MK). For let $>RK (:) and ; # K such that
v M (:&;)e$. Then v (:&;)$, so [K(:) : K][K(;) : K]. Thus
[K(:) : K][M(;) : K] and [K(:) : M][M(;) : M]. Hence (:, e$) is a
minimal pair with respect to M.
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(9) It is easy to show that for : not in K, (:, R(:)) is not a minimal
pair with respect to K.
From Remark 2.2(9) and the above remark, there exists :1 in K sep such
that
v (:&:1)=R(:) and [K(:) : K]>[K(:1) : K].
Similarly there exists :2 in K sep such that
v (:1&:2)=R(:1) and [K(:1) : K]>[K(:2) : K].
Continuing this process, we get a sequence [:i] such that
v (:i&:i+1)=R(:i) and [K(:i) : K]>[K(:i+1) : K] for any i.
Here we set :0=:, and eventually we get :n&1  K and :n # K for some n.
We note that R(:) # 1v for any : # K sep&K.
Definition 2.3 (cf. [1]). We call such a sequence (:, :1 , ..., :n) an
R-sequence of : over K, so
v (:i&:i+1)=R(:i),
(:, :1 , ..., :n) is an R-sequence if {deg :i>deg :i+1 for 0in&1, and:n # K.
An R-sequence is called a saturated distinguished chain (SDC) for : over K
if n is the smallest among R-sequences of : over K, and n is called the
length of : over K and denoted by l(:)=lK (:)=n.
Lemma 2.4. For : in K sep, let (:, :1 , ..., :n) be an R-sequence of :. Then
this is a SDC over K  R(:)>R(:1)> } } } >R(:n&1)>R(:n)=&.
Proof. The implication ( O ) is given in [1].
To prove the opposite direction, let (:, ;1 , ..., ;m) be a SDC for :. So
mn and R(:)>R(;1)> } } } >R(;m)=&. Assume that deg :1=
deg ;1 , ..., deg :j&1=deg ; j&1 for some j with 1 jm. Then
R(:1)v (:1&;2)=v ((:1&:)+(:&;1)+(;1&;2))=R(;1),
hence R(:1)R(;1). Similarly R(;1)R(:1), so R(:1)=R(;1).
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Suppose that for any i with 1ik&1, R(:i)=R(;i) holds, where
k j&1. Then
R(:k)v (:k&;k+1)=v ((:k&:k&1)+(:k&1&:k&2)+ } } } +(:&;1)
+ } } } +(;k&;k+1))=R(;k),
and similarly R(;k)R(:k) holds. Hence we get R(:k)=R(;k)=
v (:k&;k+1)=v (;k&:k+1). So for any i with 1i j&1, R(:i)=R(; i)
holds.
Now suppose that deg :j<deg ;j . Then
R(;j)v (:j&;j)=v ((:j&:j&1)+(:j&1&;j))R(; j&1)
which is a contradiction. Similarly deg :j>deg ;j leads to a contradiction.
Hence deg :j=deg ;j . So for any j with 1 jm, we have R(:j)=R(; j)
and deg :j=deg ; j . In particular, deg :m=deg ;m=1, so m=n and
(:, :1 , ..., :n) is a SDC for :. K
Lemma 2.5. For : in K sep, let (:, :1 , ..., :n) be an R-sequence of :. By
eliminating :i+1 with R(:i)R(:i+1), we obtain a SDC for :.
Proof. Since R(:i)v (:i&:i+2)=v ((:i&:i+1)+(:i+1&:i+2))R(:i),
we have v (:i&:i+2)=R(: i), so we can omit :i+1 in the R-sequence and
keep doing this until we get a minimal one. K
The following proposition is shown in [1, Propositions 4.2 and 4.3] or
from the proof of the latter half of Lemma 2.4.
Proposition 2.6. For : in K sep, let (:, :1 , ..., :n) and (:, ;1 , ..., ;n) be
both SDC ’s for : over K. Then we have for 1 jn
deg :j=deg ;j , R(:j)=R(;j), v (:j&1&;j)=R(: j&1),
and v (;j&1&:j)=R(; j&1).
Definition 2.7. Let (:0 , :1 , ..., :n) be a SDC for :=:0 . The set
[(deg :j , R(:j)) | 0 jn]
is called the R-data of :, and the broken line in R2 obtained by joining
(deg :j&1 , R(: j&1)) and (deg : j , R(: j)) for 1 jn is called the R-graph of
: which is denoted by J: . Here we take an infinite line for
(deg :n , R(:n))=(1, &). The R-data and the R-graph are independent of
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the choice of a SDC for :. The R-data of : is a part of invariants for f with
f the monic minimal polynomial of : over K defined in [1, Sect. 4].
Also by setting ;j=:j&:j+1 and :n+1=0, we have an expression of :
as
:=;n+;n&1+ } } } +;1+;0 with ;n=:n # K,
v (;j)=R(:j) for 0 jn&1, v (;n&1)<v (;n&2)< } } } <v (;0)
and
1=deg ;n<deg(;n+;n&1)< } } } <deg(;n+ } } } +;1)<deg :.
This expression of : might be thought of a finite ‘‘?-adic’’ expansion which
is expected to reflect some algebraic nature of :. Also we have an expres-
sion
:=;n+;n&1+;n&1;$n&2+;n&1;$n&2;$n&3+ } } } +;n&1;$n&2 } } } ;$1;$0 ,
where ;$j=;j ; j+1=uj&1. Here uj=(:j&: j+2)(:j+1&:j+2) is a prin-
cipal unit. These expansions are called R-expansions of :. These R-expan-
sions are not unique for :.
From Lemma 2.5 and Proposition 2.6, if (:, :1 , ..., :n) is a SDC for :
over K, then we see that :i is an element of minimal degree over K such
that v (:i&1&:i)=sup [v (:i&1&;) | ; # K and deg(:i&1)>deg ;].
Remarks 2.8. (1) Let (:, :1 , ..., :n) be a SDC for :. Then v (:)=v (:1)
= } } } =v (:n&1). If v (:n&1)<R(:n&1), then v (:)= } } } =v (:n&1)=v (:n). In
fact, the following holds,
R(:)>R(:1)> } } } >R(:n&1)v (:n&1)=v (:n&2)= } } } =v (:),
since the inequalities v (:j&1&:j)=R(:j&1)>R(:j)v (: j) gives v (: j&1)=
v (:j). If v (:n&1)<R(:n&1), then from v (:n&1&:n)=R(:n&1) we get v (:n)
=v (:n&1).
(2) When (:, :1 , ..., :n) is a SDC for : and c # K, (:+c, :1+c, ...,
:n+c) is a SDC for :+c, and (c:, c:1 , ..., c:n) is a SDC for c: with c{0
(cf. Remark 2.2(4)). So if ?0 is a prime element of K and :=? t0:~ with t # Z,
then :j=? t0:~ j , and so (deg :j , R(:j))=(deg :~ j , t+R(:~ j)) and l(:)=l(:~ ).
Hence it suffices to consider : with 0v (:)<1.
The following proposition and lemma have been proved in [1] by con-
sidering a residual transcendental extension of v to K (x) (cf. [1, Sect. 4]).
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Proposition 2.9. (1) Let (:0 , :1 , ..., :n) be a SDC for :=:0 . Then
e(K(:j)K) | e(K(:j&1)K) and f (K(: j)K) | f (K(:j&1)K).
Hence in particular, deg (:j) | deg (:j&1) for 1 jn.
(2) Let (:, ;1 , ..., ;n) be another SDC for :. Then for 1 jn
e(K(:j)K)=e(K(;j)K) and f (K(:j)K)= f (K(; j)K).
Lemma 2.10. Let (:, :1 , ...) be a SDC for : and f1 the monic minimal
polynomial of :1 over K. Set m=deg :deg :1 and #1=v ( f1 (:)). Let
[c1 , c2 , ..., cl]=[v (:&:$) | :$ is a conjugate of : over K different from :],
and assume that c1>c2> } } } >csR(:)>cs+1> } } } >c l . And let t j=the
cardinality of the set [:$ | :$ is a conjugate of : such that v (:&:$)=cj] for
j with 1 jl, and ms=sj=1 t j+1. Then we have #1=(ms m) R(:)+
lj=s+1 cj (tj m), and if we denote the smallest positive integer a such that
a } #1 # v (K(:1)_) by e(#1 , K(:1)), then e(#1 , K(:1))=e(K(:)K)e(K(:1)K).
Note that ms m and t j m are integers.
3. SATURATED DISTINGUISHED CHAINS FOR TAMELY
RAMIFIED EXTENSIONS
Definition 3.1. For : # K sep, the set [c1 , ..., cl] as in Lemma 2.10 is
called the set of :-values over K, and for each j, the cardinality tj of the set
[:$ | :$ is a conjugate of : over K such that v (:&:$)=cj] is called the
multiplicity of cj .
For : in K sep, let [c1 , c2 , ..., cl] be the set of :-values over K such that
|(:)=c1>c2> } } } >cl . For each i with 1il, let ti be the multiplicity
of ci , so  li=1 t i+1=deg :. Let :
(1)=:, [:(2), ..., :(t1+1)]=[:$ | v (:&:$)=
c1], [:(t1+2), ..., :(t1+t2+1)]=[:$ | v (:&:$)=c2], ..., and [:(t1+ } } } +tl&1+2), ...,
:(t1+ } } } +tl+1)]=[:$ | v (:&:$)=cl]. Then:
Theorem 3.2. Let : in K sep and assume that (deg :, p)=1. Set
:j=
1
t1+ } } } +tj+1
:
t1+ } } } +tj+1
i=1
:(i) for 1 jl.
Then
R(:j)=|(:j)=cj+1 for 0 jl&1
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and
(:, :1 , ..., :l) is a SDC for :, so l(:)=l.
Also we have
K(:)#K(:1)# } } } #K(:l)=K
and
[K(:) : K(:j)]=t1+ } } } +t j+1,
and these fields [K(:j)]j jl&1 are uniquely determined for :.
Proof. Let Gal(K sepK) be the Galois group of K sep over K and set
m=t1+1. Then for j with 2 jm we have v (:&:( j))=c1=|(:). For
any _ # Gal(K sepK) with v (:&_(:))c1 , v (:&_(: ( j)))=v ((:&_(:))+
(_(:)&_(:( j))))c1 for 1 jm, so _ gives a bijection on the set
[:=:(1), :(2), ..., :(m)]=[:( j) | v (:&:( j))c1]. Let’s set #= 1m 
m
j=1 :
( j).
Then for such _, _(#)=#.
Take any { # Gal(K sepK) such that {(:)=:. Then v (:&{(:))=c1 ,
so {(#)=#. Hence K(#)/K(:), and from the above argument we have
[K(:) : K(#)]m.
On the other hand, let’s set N=[_ # Gal(K sepK) | v (:&_(:))c1].
Then N is a subgroup of Gal(K sepK) and if M is the fixed field of N in
K sep, we have K(:)#M and [K(:) : M]=(N: Gal(K sepK(:)))=m. Hence
(m, p)=1 (cf. Lemma 3.6). So v (:&#)inf[v ((:&:( j))m) | 1 jm]=
c1 . On the other hand, as deg #<deg :, we have c1=|(:)R(:)
v (:&#), so we get v (:&#)=c1=R(:).
Furthermore, for any { # Gal(K sepK) with {(#)=#, v (:&{(:))=
v ((:&#)+(#&{(:)))c1 . Hence
[K(:) : K(#)]=m and #=
1
m
TrK(:)K(#) (:).
Here TrLK means the trace map from L to K.
Now for any _ # Gal(K sepK), we have v (#&_(#))=v ((#&:)+
(:&_(:))+(_(:)&_(#))). So when v (:&_(:))=c j with 2 jl, we have
v (#&_(#))=cj . So c2 , ..., cl appear in the set of #-values over K. Also when
v (:&_(:))c1 , we have shown that _(#)=#. Hence [c2 , ..., cl] is the set
of #-values over K.
Let’s set :1=# and let c$1=c2 , ..., c$l&1=c l . As :1 # K(:), :1 is separable
over K. For j with 1 jl&1, denote the multiplicity of c$j by t$j . Then
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tj+1=mt$j for 1 jl&1. As (deg :1 , p)=1, we have R(:1)=|(:1)=
c2<R(:), and taking :2 as
:2 =
1
t$1+1
TrK(:1)K(:2) (:1)=
1
t$1+1
1
t1+1
TrK(:)K(:2) (:)
=
1
t1+t2+1
TrK(:)K(:2) (:)=
1
t1+t2+1
:
t1+t2+1
j=1
:( j)
gives us that v (:1&:2)=R(:1). From this procedure, we get a SDC
(:, :1 , ..., :l) for : over K, and so l(:)=l.
Now suppose that (:, ;1 , ..., ;l) is another SDC for : over K. Since
v (:j&;j)R(:j&1)>R(:j)=|(:j), from Krasner’s lemma we have
K(;j)#K(:j). As deg :j=deg ;j , we get K(: j)=K(;j). K
Remarks 3.3. (1) :j can be interpreted as
:j =
1
[K(:j&1) : K(:j)]
TrK(:j&1)K(:j) (:j&1)
=
1
[K(:) : K(:j)]
TrK(:)K(:j) (:).
(2) Even when (deg :, p)= p, if (t1+1, p)=1, the above proof can
be applied to find :1 for :. Suppose that (t1+1, p)=1 and set
:1=(1(t1+1)) t1+1j=1 :
( j). Then
v (:&:1)=R(:)=c1 , K(:1)/K(:), [K(:) : K(:1)]=t1+1,
|(:1)=c2 and its multiplicity t$1=
t2
t1+1
.
So [:, :1] can be taken as a beginning of SDC for :.
(3) From the above theorem, for : with (deg :, p)=1 everything is
completely determined from : as we might have expected. But for : with
(deg :, p)= p, the situation seems very different (cf. Example 3.12 and
Section 4).
However for unramified extensions, the similar theorem holds for any
degree.
Proposition 3.4. Let K(:) over K be unramified, and [c1 , ..., cl] the set
of :-values over K such that c1> } } } >cl . If (:, :1 , ...) is a SDC for : over
K, then l(:)=l and R(:j)=|(:j)=cj+1 for 1 jl&1.
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Proof. Let + be the group of roots of unity in K(:) and ?0 a prime
element of K. We can assume that v (:)=0 (cf. Remark 2.8(2)). Consider
the ?0 -adic expansion of : such as
:=a0+a1?0+ } } } +an ?n0+ } } } with a j # +.
Set k=|(:), then k is an integer. Then for any _ # Gal(K(:)K)
with v (:&_(:))=k, we have :1=_(:1) and ak {0, where :1=
a0+a1 ?0+ } } } +ak&1?k&10 # K(:). Hence deg :1<deg : and R(:)
v (:&:1)=|(:). So R(:)=|(:)=c1 and it is easy to see that
t1+1=[K(:) : K(:1)] and |(:1)=c2 , where t1 is the multiplicity of c1 .
Similarly R(:1)=|(:1)=c2<k. Hence [:, :1] can be a beginning of a
SDC for : over K, and by doing this successively we obtain a SDC for :
over K. K
Examples 3.5. (1) Let K=Qp and :=‘p f &1 a primitive p f&1th root
of 1. Then |(:)=R(:)=v (:)=0 and (:, 0) is a SDC for : over K, so
l(:)=1.
(2) Let : be a solution of an Eisenstein polynomial over K and
assume that : is separable over K. Then R(:)=v (:) and (:, 0) is a SDC for
:. In this case, if (deg :, p)=1, then |(:)=R(:), but if (deg :, p)= p, then
|(:)>R(:). In order to show these, let’s set deg :=n>1. Then v (:)= 1n .
Take any $ with $> 1n and # in K such that v (:&#)$. Then v (#)=
1
n and
ne(K(#)K)deg #. Hence (:, $) is a minimal pair with respect to K and
R(:)=v (:)= 1n . Now take the monic minimal polynomial f (x)=
xn+an&1xn&1+ } } } +a1 x+a0 of : over K. Then
v \‘
n
j=2
(:&:( j))+=v ( f $(:))
=v (n:n&1+(n&1) an&1:n&2+ } } } +a1).
When (n, p)=1, v ( f $(:))=v (n:n&1)= n&1n . So v (:&:
( j))= 1n for any j{1
and |(:)= 1n=R(:), which agrees with Theorem 3.2. When (n, p)= p,
v ( f $(:))> n&1n , so there exists :
( j) with v (:&:( j))> 1n . Hence |(:)>R(:).
So for :=‘pn a primitive pn th root of 1 and K=Qp , by considering :&1
we get R(:)=1( pn&1 ( p&1)) and (:, 1) is a SDC for :. For this :,
|(:)=1( p&1).
(3) There exists : with an arbitrary length (tamely ramified case).
For example, take :=?1+?1?2+ } } } +?1 ?2 } } } ?n with ?mjj =?j&1 where
(mj , p)=1 and mj2 for 1 jn. Here ?0 is a prime element of K. Then
by taking :j as :j=?1+?1?2+ } } } +?1?2 } } } ?n& j , (:, :1 , ..., :n&1 , 0) is a
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SDC for :. For since ?m1m2 } } } mjj =?0 , we have v (? j&?$j)=v (? j) for any con-
jugate ?$j with ?j {?$j . Hence c1=v (?1 } } } ?n), c2=v (?1 } } } ?n&1), ...,
cn=v (?1), and t1=mn&1, t2=mn (mn&1&1), ..., tn=>nj=1 mj&>
n
j=2 mj .
So (:, :1 , ..., :n&1 , 0) is a SDC for : obtained from Theorem 3.2. This
expression :=?1+?1?2+ } } } +?1?2 } } } ?n gives us an R-expansion of :.
In [1], more general result is given (cf. [1, Sect. 4]).
From this construction, it is easy to see that for a tamely totally ramified
extension L over K, there exists a generator : for L over K with the longest
possible length. Namely, l(:)=n, where n is a number of prime factors of
[L : K] counting also their multiplicities.
For the case (deg :, p)= p, we treat tamely ramified extensions in this
section. We need some lemmas.
Lemma 3.6. For : # K sep, let [c1 , ..., cl] be the set of :-values over K
with c1> } } } >cl and t1 , ..., tl be the multiplicity of c1 , ..., cl , respectively. Fix
s with 1sl and set ms= sj=1 t j+1. Then there exists an intermediate
field L, K/L/K(:), such that the set of all the conjugates of : over L is
the same as [:$ | v (:&:$)cs]. Hence [K(:) : L]=ms and ms | deg :.
Proof. This can be shown by using the Galois theory (cf. Proof of
Theorem 3.2).
Lemma 3.7. Let : # K sep and (:, :1 , ...) be a SDC for : over K. Set
m=deg :deg :1 and m$=*[:$ | :$ is a conjugate of : over K such that
v (:&:$)R(:)]. Then there exists a common intermediate field L,
K/L/K(:) and K/L/K(:1), such that the set of all the conjugates of :
over L=[:$ | v (:&:$)R(:)] and that the set of all the conjugates of :1
over L=[:$1 | v (:1&:$1)R(:)], so [K(:) : L]=m$ and [K(:1): L]= m$m .
Proof. Let [c1 , ..., cl] be the set of :-values over K, and assume that
c1> } } } >csR(:)>cs+1> } } } >cl . Then *[:$1 | :$1 is a conjugate of :1
such that v (:1&:$1)R(:)]= m$m . From Lemma 3.6, there exists an inter-
mediate field L, K/L/K(:1) such that [K(:1) : L]= m$m and the set of all
the conjugates of :1 over L=[:$1 | v (:1&:$1)R(:)].
If :$ is a conjugate of : with v (:&:$)R(:), then v (:1&:$1)=
v ((:1&:)+(:&:$)+(:$&:$1))R(:). Hence :$ is a conjugate of : over L.
Conversely, if :$ is a conjugate of : over L, then v (:&:$)R(:). Hence
[:$ | :$ is a conjugate of : over L]=[:$ | v (:&:$)R(:)]. Hence
[L(:) : L]=m$.
Set [K(:1) : K]=M and [K(:) : K]=N=mM. Then [L(:) : K]=
[L(:) : L] ([K(:1) : K][K(:1) : L])=m$ } M } mm$=mM=N, so K(:)=L(:).
Hence L/K(:) and [K(:) : L]=m$. K
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Lemma 3.8. Let : # K sep and (:, :1 , ...) a SDC for : over K. Set
e=e(K(:)K) and assume that (e, p)=1. If RK (:)>RK0 (:), then :1 # K(:)
and K(:) is unramified over K(:1). Here K0 is the maximal unramified
subfield of K(:).
Proof. First note that RK (:)RK0 (:) holds in general from
Remark 2.2(8). Since (degK0 (:), p)=(e, p)=1, from Theorem 3.2 we have
RK0 (:)=|K0 (:). So v (:&:1)=RK (:)>RK0 (:)=|K0 (:), and we get
K0 (:1)#K0 (:)=K(:) from Krasner’s lemma. Hence K0 (:1) is unramified
over K(:1) and e(K(:1)K)=e. Thus e(K0 (:1)K)=e and K0 (:1) is
unramified over K(:).
On the other hand, since f (K(:1)K) | f (K(:)K), the maximal unramified
subfield K1 of K(:1) is K1=K0 & K(:1). Hence [K0 (:1) : K(:1)]
[K0 : K1] and [K0 (:1) : K]e[K1 : K][K0 : K1]=[K(:) : K]. Therefore
K0 (:1)=K(:), so :1 # K(:) and K(:) is unramified over K(:1). K
Lemma 3.9. Let :, (:, :1 , ...), K0 and e be as in Lemma 3.8, and assume
also that (e, p)=1. If RK (:)=RK0 (:), then :1 # K(:) and K(:) is not
unramified over K(:1), and [:, :1] can be a beginning of a SDC for : over K0 .
Proof. We have v (:&:1)=RK (:)=RK0 (:) and degK (:)>degK (:1).
Since K(:1) is totally ramified over K1 with K1=K0 & K(:1), we have
[K(:1) : K1]=[K0 (:1) : K0]=e(K(:1)K). Hence |K1 (:1)=|K0 (:1), and
we get from Theorem 3.2 and Remark 2.2(8) that RK0 (:1)=|K0 (:1)=
|K1 (:1)=RK1 (:1)RK (:1).
(1) The case of [K0 (:1) : K0]<[K0 (:): K0]. Since RK0 (:1)
RK (:1)<RK (:)=RK0 (:), from Lemma 2.4 we can take [:, :1] as a begin-
ning of a SDC for : over K0 . As (degK0 (:), p)=(e, p)=1, from
Theorem 3.2 we have :1 # K0 (:)=K(:). In this case e(K(:1)K)<e.
(2) The case of [K0 (:1) : K0]=[K0 (:): K0]. Let’s set N=
[K(:) : K]=[K0 (:1) : K]. Consider a SDC (:, :~ 1 , ...) of : over K0 , then
:~ 1 # K0 (:)=K(:). We have v (:&:~ 1)=RK0 (:)=RK (:) and [K(:~ 1) : K]<
N. For this :~ 1 , since e(K(:~ 1)K)=[K0 (:~ 1) : K0] and [K0 (:~ 1) : K0] divides
e(K(:)K), we have (e(K(:~ 1)K), p)=1. Therefore from Lemma 3.8 and the
above argument there exists :~ 2 # K sep such that v (:~ 1&:~ 2)=RK (:~ 1),
[K(:~ 1) : K]>[K(:~ 2) : K] and :~ 2 # K(:~ 1). By continuing this process, we
obtain an R-sequence (:, :~ 1 , :~ 2 , ...) of : over K such that K(:)#
K(:~ 1)#K(:~ 2)# } } } . By eliminating some elements from this sequence if
needed, we can get a SDC for : over K. Actually this case does not occur,
because e(K(;)K) would become strictly smaller than e(K(:)K) if ; is the
next element to : in this SDC. K
Now we can prove the following.
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Theorem 3.10. For : # K sep with K(:) tamely ramified over K, let
(:, :1 , ..., :n) be a SDC for : over K. Then:
(1) K(:)#K(:1)# } } } #K(:n&1)#K, and the fields [K(:j)]j are
uniquely determined for :.
(2) [R(:), R(:1), ..., R(:n&1)]/[c1 , c2 , ..., cl], and by taking a sub-
sequence (:, :j1 , ..., :jm) from (:, :1 , ..., :n) we get a SDC for : over K0 ,
where [c1 , ..., cl] is the set of :-values over K and K0 is the maximal
unramified subfield of K(:). Hence we have lK0 (:)lK (:)l.
Proof. (1) From Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9, we have K(:)#K(:1)# } } } #
K(:n&1)#K.
Let (:, ;1 , ..., ;n) be an arbitrary SDC for : over K. Then for j with
1 jn&1, we have
v (:j&;j)=v (:j&:+:&;j)R(:j&1)
>R(:j)RKj (:j)=|Kj (:j),
where Kj=K(:j) & K0 . Hence from Krasner’s lemma, we have K j (; j)#
Kj (:j). But Kj (:j)=K(:j) and [Kj : K]=f (K(:j)K)=f (K(; j)K), so
Kj /K(;j) and thus Kj (;j)=K(;j). Hence K(; j)#K(:j), and as
deg ; j=deg :j , we get K(;j)=K(:j).
(2) Denote the maximal unramified subfield of K(:i) by Ki .
First we show that the inequality RK (:)>RK0 (:) implies RK0 (:)=
RK1 (:1). Suppose that RK (:)>RK0 (:) and RK0 (:)>RK1 (:1), and let
(a, ;, ...) be a SDC for : over K0 . Then we have
v (:1&;)=v (:1&:+:&;)=RK0 (:)>RK1 (:1)=|K1 (:1),
so we get K1 (;)#K1 (:1)=K(:1). Hence K0 (;)#K0 (:1)=K0 (:) as K(:)
is unramified over K(:1) by Lemma 3.8. This contradicts degK0 (;)<
degK0 (:). Next suppose that RK0 (:)<RK1 (:1). Then we have |K0 (:)<
|K1 (:1). Since [K0 (:1) : K0]=[K(:1) : K1], we have |K0 (:1)=|K1 (:1).
On the other hand, if _ is a conjugate map of K(:) over K0 , then we have
v (:1&_(:1))=v ((:1&:)+(:&_(:))+(_(:)&_(:1)))|K0 (:)
as v (:&:1)=RK (:)>RK0 (:)=|K0 (:). Hence |K0 (:1)|K0 (:) and this
contradicts |K0 (:)<|K1 (:1). Hence we must have RK0 (:)=RK1 (:1).
Similarly, RK (:1)>RK1 (:1) implies RK1 (:1)=RK2 (:2).
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Hence if RK (:)>RK0 (:), RK (:1)>RK1 (:1), ..., Rk (:j1&2)>RKj1&2 (:j1&2)
and RK (:j1&1) = RKj1&1 (:j1&1), then we have RK0 (:) = RK1 (:1) = } } } =
RKj1&1 (:j1&1)=RK (: j1&1). Now v (:&:j1)=RK (:j1&1)=RK0 (:) and RK0 (:)
=RK (:j1&1)>RK(:j1)RKj1 (:j1)=|Kj1 (:j1)=|K0 (:j1)=RK0(:j1). The reason
for the equality |Kj1 (:j1)=|K0 (:j1) is that the set of conjugates of : j1 over
Kj1 is the same as that of :j1 over K0 . Also, since K(:) is unramified over
K(:j1&1) and K(:j1&1) is not unramified over K(:j1), we have e(K(: j1&1)K)
=e(K(:)K) and e(K(:j1)K)<e(K(:)K). Hence we get degK0 (:j1)<
degK0 (:). Thus [:, :j1] can be a beginning of a SDC for : over K0 .
Next suppose that we have RK (:j1) > RKj1 (:j1), RK (: j1+1) >
RKj1+1 (:j1+1), ..., RK (:j2&2)>RKj2&2 (:j2&2) and RK (:j2&1)=RKj2&1 (:j2&1).
Then
RKj1(:j1)=RKj1+1 (:j1+1)= } } } =RKj2&1 (:j2&1)=RK (:j2&1),
and [:j1 , :j2] can be a beginning of a SDC for :j1 over Kj1 .
We claim that RK0 (:j1)=RKj1 (:j1) and [:, :j1 , : j2] can be a beginning of
a SDC for : over K0 . Since |K0 (:j1)=|Kj1 (:j1) holds, we get RK0 (:j1)=
RKj1 (:j1)=v (: j1&:j2). On the other hand, RKj1 (: j2)<RKj1 (:j1)=RK0 (: j 1 ),
and so
RK0 (:j2)=|K0 (:j2)=|Kj2 (: j2)=|Kj1 (:j2)=RKj1 (: j2)<RK0 (: j1).
Also degK0 (:j2)=e(K(:j2)K), degK0 (: j1)=e(K(:j1)K) and K(: j1) is not
unramified over K(:j2). Hence we have degK0 (:j2)<degK0 (:j1). Thus
[:, :j1 , :j2] can be a beginning of a SDC for : over K0 .
By continuing this process, we can obtain a subsequence (:, :j1 , ..., :jm)
from (:, :1 , ..., :n) that is a SDC for : over K0 .
Now in order to show that [R(:), ..., R(:n&1)]/[c1 , ..., cl], it suffices to
consider i’s with RK (:i)>RKi (: i). For if RK (: i)=RKi (:i) holds, then
RK (:i)=|Ki (: i)=v (: i&_(:i))=v ((: i&:)+(:&_(:))+(_(:)&_(:i)))=
v (:&_(:)) for some conjugate map _ of K(:).
Suppose that RK (: i)>RKi (:i). Then K(: i) is unramified over K(:i+1).
Set M=K(:i+1). We have for ei=e(MK)
RM (:i)v M (: i&: i+1)=ei } v (:i&:i+1)=e i } RK (:i)RM (:i).
Hence we have v M (:i&:i+1)=RM (: i), and (:i , :i+1) is a SDC for :i over
M. So RM (: i)=|M (: i) by Proposition 3.4, which implies that
RK (:i)= 1ei |M (: i)=v (:i&:$i) for some conjugate :$i of :i over M. Hence by
the same reason as before RK (:i) is one of :-values over K. K
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As a final remark of this section, we give an example of a wildly ramified
extension whose SDC’s behave quite differently from the above case. First
we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 3.11. For : in K sep, let (:, :1 , ...) be a SDC for : over K and
m=deg :deg :1 . Let [c1 , ..., cl] be the set of :-values over K and tj the mul-
tiplicity of cj for each j, and assume that c1>c2> } } } >csR(:)>
cs+1> } } } >cl . Set ms= sj=1 t j+1 and a=e(K(:)K)e(K(:1)K), and
assume that (a, p)= p.
If cs+1 , ..., cl # v (K(:1)_) and R(:) # v (K(:)_), then m=ms and :1 # K(:).
Proof. From Lemma 2.10, #1=(ms m) R(:)+ lj=s+1 cj (t j m) and
e(#1 , K(:1))=a. From the assumption, #1&(ms m) R(:) # v (K(:1)_).
Suppose that (ms m, p)=1 and ms m>1. Then at least one of the
:1-values over K is bigger than or equal to R(:). Hence |(:1)R(:)>R(:1).
Let’s set n=*[:$1 | :$1 is a conjugate of :1 over K with v (:1&:$1)|(:1)],
then n>1 and n | (ms m). Hence (n, p)=1. So from Remark 3.3(2),
R(:1)=|(:1) which is a contradiction.
Next suppose that (ms m, p)= p. Since R(:) # v (K(:)_) and p | (ms m),
we have 1pa } #1 # v (K(:1)
_), which is again a contradiction. Hence ms=m,
and from Lemma 3.7 we get :1 # K(:). K
Example 3.12. Let p be an odd prime, and let K=Qp (‘p) and L=
K(‘p3), where ‘n is a primitive n th root of 1 and we take ‘p3 as ‘ p
2
p3 =‘p .
Take :=(1&‘ pp3)+(1&‘
p
p3)(1&‘p3). Then L=K(:) and l(:)=2. If
(:, :1 , :2) is a SDC for : over K, then R(:1)=v (:1)= 1p and :2 can be 0.
For this :, we have R(:)=1p+1p2+1p3, so :1  K(:) as v (L_)=
(1p2) Z. Also, the field K(:1) is not uniquely determined from :.
Proof. Set ?1=1&‘ pp3 and ?2=1&‘p3 , so :=?1+?1?2 . The :-values
over K are c1= 1p+1 and c2=
2
p with multiplicities t1= p&1 and
t2= p2& p, so deg := p2 and K(:)=L. We note that R(:)v (?1 ?2) as
deg ?1<deg :.
Suppose that l(:)=1. Then there exists :1 # K such that v (:&:1)=
R(:)v (?1?2)>v (:), so v (:1)=v (:)= 1p  Z, which is a contradiction.
Hence l(:)=2. Let (:, :1 , :2) be a SDC for : over K. If R(:1)>v (:1), then
v (:2)=v (:1)= 1p . Since v (:2) # Z, we must have R(:1)=v (:1)=v (:)=
1
p .
Hence we can take :2=0.
Suppose that c1R(:)>c2 . Then from Lemma 3.7, we have :1 # K(:)
and K(:1)=K(?1). The R-expansion :=?1+?1?2=:1+(:&:1) tells us
that v (?1&:1)=v (?1?2)  1pZ=v (K(?1)
_), a contradiction. So we must
have c1>c2R(:). If R(:) # v (K(:)_), then from Lemma 3.11 we have
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deg :deg :1= p2, which is again a contradiction. Hence R(:)  v (K(:)_),
and this implies :1  K(:). Also from Lemma 2.10, with the same notation
there we have #1= pR(:) and e(#1 , v (K(:1)_))= p. Thus R(:) #
(1p3) Z&(1p2) Z.
In order to find the exact value of R(:), we consider the monic minimal
polynomial of :1 over K. Suppose that :1 satisfies the following:
f (:1)=: p1 +ap&1:
p&1
1 + } } } +a1 :1+a0=0 with ap&1 , ..., a0 # K.
Set :1=?1 (1+?2 (1+A)), then :1=:+?1?2 A and R(:)=v (?1?2)+
v (A). So v (A)>0 and v (A)  (1p2) Z. Set ?0=1&‘p . Since v (a0)=1, we
can set a0=? p1 ==?0=$ with = # U(K(?1)) and =$ # U(K). Set u=?0 ?
p
1 ===$,
then u#1 (mod( p?0)). From v (a j: j1)#
j
p (mod Z) or v (aj:
j
1)= if aj=0,
the finite values v (aj: j1) for 1 jp&1 are all different and non-integral.
Hence v (: p1 +a0)>1, and in fact we can show that v (:
p
1 +a0)=1+
1
p by
using 1+u=$#1+=$ (mod( p?0)). Hence v (a1)=1, and we set a1=? p1 u="
with =" # U(K).
Set #=: p1 +a1:1+a0 . Then v (#)#
j0
p (mod Z) for some j0 with
2 j0p&1, or v (#)=. Also set ? p2 =?1t with t # U(K(?2)), then t#1
(mod
p
?1 ). Now
v (#)=v (? p1[(1+?2 (1+A))
p+?1u="(1+?2 (1+A))+u=$]),
and for some ; with v (;)0 we have
v (#)=v (? p1[(1+u=$)+?1 (t+u=")+?1 (tA
p+?2u="(1+A))+ p;]).
Since 1+u=$#1+=$ and t+u="#1+=" (mod( p?0)) and v (#)>1+ 1p ,
we have v (1+u=$)1 and v (t+u=")1. If v (A p)>v (?2), then
v (#)=v (? p+11 )+v (?2). If v (A
p)<v (?2), then v (#)=v (? p+11 )+v (A
p). In
both cases, this contradicts v (#)#( j0 p) (mod Z) or v (#)=, as v (A p)
and v (?2)  1p Z. Hence v (A
p) = v (?2) and we get that R(:) =
1p+1p2+1p3.
Now since deg :1= p, |(:1) is the only :1 -value over K and its multi-
plicity is p&1. Hence ( p&1) |(:1)=v ( f $(:1))=v (a1)=1, and so
|(:1)= 1p&1 which implies that K(:1){K(:$1) for any conjugate :$1 different
from :1 . Also the inequality |(:1)>R(:) shows that v (:&:$1)=R(:).
Hence for any conjugate :$1 , (:, :$1 , 0) is also a SDC for : over K and
K(:1){K(:$1). K
This example naturally leads us to the following section, where more
general cases are considered.
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4. SATURATED DISTINGUISHED CHAINS AND
WILD RAMIFICATION
Let L be a totally ramified Galois extension of K with [L : K]=N a
power of p, and G=Gal(LK). We assume that p>2. Let M be an inter-
mediate field such that K/M/L, K{M and M{L. We take prime
elements ?1 and ? for M and L, respectively. Set m=[L : M] and
k=[M : K], so that N=mk.
Let [c1 , ..., cl] be the set of ?-values over K and assume that
c1> } } } >cl .
Lemma 4.1. Let :=?1 (1+?). Then L=K(:), and [c$1 , ..., c$l] with
c$j=cj+ 1k is the set of :-values over K.
Proof. For any homomorphism _1 : M  L, we have the identity
v (_1 (?1)&?1)= :
_ # G, _|M=_1
v (_(?)&?). (4.1)
This can be proved as in [5, (8.4) Proposition of Chap. III].
Since [L : K]=N is a power of p by our assumption, v (_(?)&?) 2N for
any _ # G. Hence if _{1,
v (_(?1)&?1)v (_(?)&?)+
2
N
(m&1)>v (_(?)&?)+
1
k
.
Therefore
v (_(:)&:)=v ((_(?1)&?1)+(_(?1)&?1) _(?)+?1 (_(?)&?))
=v (?1 (_(?)&?))=
1
k
+cj
for some j. In particular, we have shown that deg :=N. K
Remark 4.2. From the above lemma, we know that
:
:$K
v (:&:$)= :
?$K \
1
k
+v (?&?$)+=1k (N&1)+ :?$K v (?&?$),
where the summations are taken over all the conjugates :$ and ?$ of : and
? with :${: and ?${?, respectively. Therefore if we denote the valuation
of the discriminant of L over K by d(LK), then
N :
:$K
v (:&:$)=m(N&1)+d(LK).
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Now we consider R(:) and saturated distinguished chains for :=
?1 (1+?). From now on we use : to denote ?1 (1+?). Let c$1> } } } >c$l be
the set of :-values over K and tj the multiplicity of c$j , and set
ms=sj=1 tj+1 for any s in [1, ..., l]. So c$j=c j+1k with [c1 , ..., cl] the
set of ?-values over K.
Let (:, :1 , ...) be a SDC for : over K and m$=Ndeg :1 . First we note
that there are three cases to be considered:
(I)(a) c$1> } } } >c$sR(:)> } } } >c$l with s<l, and ms=m$. In this
case, K(:1) is the field K(s) corresponding to the ramification group
G(s)=[_ # G | v (_(?)&?)cs] (cf. Lemma 3.7).
(b) c$1> } } } >c$sR(:)> } } } >c$l with s<l and ms>m$. In this
case, K(:1) contains K(s) with [K(:1) : K(s)]=ms m$>1.
(II) c$1> } } } >c$lR(:).
But actually the Case I(a) does not occur, and also if cl3N, then we
can show that the Case I(b) does not occur either (cf. Proposition 4.11).
First we give a lemma.
Lemma 4.3. Let F0 be a local field in K and denote v 0=v F0 . Consider a
totally ramified extension F of F0 with [F : F0]= pn, and take a prime
element ? of F. Suppose that there exists # in F such that
v 0 (#)=
1
pm
with mn, v 0 (#)<v 0 ( p), and v 0 (#&#$)>v 0 (#)
for any conjugate #$ of # over F0 . Then v 0 (?&?$)>v 0 (?) for any conjugate
?$ of ?, and for any element y in F such that v 0 ( y)= jpn with ( j, p)=1,
v 0 ( y& y$)=v 0 (?&?$)+
j&1
pn
for any conjugate y${ y of y over F0 .
Proof. First we shall prove that v 0 (?&?$)>v 0 (?) for any ?$. Assume
the contrary, i.e., v 0 (?&?$)=v 0 (?)=1pn for some conjugate ?$. Writing
# as #==1 ?r with =1 # U(F ) and r= pn&m, we have v 0 (#&#$)=
v 0 ((=1&=$1)?r+=$1 (?r&?$r)). Now v 0 (=1&=$1)1pn and v 0 (?r&?$r)=
v 0 ((?&?$)r+ pA) for some A # OK . Thus v 0 ((?&?$)r)=1pm<v 0 ( pA)
implies that v 0 (?r&?$r)=v 0 ((?&?$)r)=1pm. Hence v 0 (#&#$)=
v 0 (=$1 (?r&?$r))=1pm=v 0 (#), a contradiction. Therefore v 0 (??$&1)>0
for any conjugate ?$.
Let y be an element of F with v 0 ( y)= jpn. We only treat the case j>0,
since we can prove it similarly for j<0.
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Set y==? j with some = # U(F ). Then y& y$==(? j&?$ j)+?$ j (=&=$).
Now ? j&?$ j=?$ j&1 (?&?$)((??$) j&1+(??$) j&2+ } } } +1) and
\ ??$+
j&1
+\ ??$+
j&2
+ } } } +1#1+ } } } 1#j0 (mod PK ).
Also v 0 (=&=$)v 0 (?&?$). Hence v 0 ( y& y$)=v 0 (=(? j&?$ j))=v 0 (?&?$)
+( j&1)pn. K
The assumption on the existence of # in Lemma 4.3 is satisfied, for
example, if F is Galois over F0 by taking a prime element of F as #.
Proposition 4.4. I(a) does not occur.
Proof. Suppose that K(:1)=K(s) . Then c$s+1 , ..., c$l are all in v (K(:1)_),
as they are a part of :1-values over K. Hence from Lemma 2.10 we have
#1=v ( f1 (:))#R(:) (mod v (K(:1)_)) and e(#1 , K(:1))=ms ,
where f1 is the monic minimal polynomial of :1 over K. Thus R(:) #
1
NZ&
p
NZ, and we set R(:)=
a
N with (a, p)=1. Then for ;=:&:1 we have
v (;)=R(:)= aN , and from Lemma 4.3 for any conjugate ;${; of ; over
K(:1)
v (;&;$)=v (?&?$)+
a&1
N
=v (:&:$)=v (?&?$)+
1
k
.
Therefore a=m+1 and R(:)= m+1N =
1
k+
1
N . But since R(:)>c$l
1k+2N, we get a contradiction. K
Now we consider the Case II.
Remarks 4.5. (1) RM (:)=1+ 1m (cf. Remark 2.2(4) and Example
3.5(2)).
(2) As v (:)=1k  Z, each SDC (:, :1 , ..., :n) for : over K satisfies
v (:1)= } } } =v (:n&1)=1k, R(:n&1)=v (:n&1)= 1k and :n can be taken as
0 (cf. Remark 2.8(1)). Also deg (:n&1)=k, for otherwise R(:n&1)
v (:n&1&?1)=v (:&?1)= 1N+
1
k .
(3) Assume that c$1> } } } >c$lR(:).
(a) For any SDC (:, :1 , ..., :n) of : over K, we have
v (:i&:$1)>R(: i) for any conjugate :$i of : i over K and for each i1,
i.e., :i over K is also in the case II. For we have v (:i&:$i)=v (:i&:+:&:$
+ :$ & :$i)  inf(v (:&:$), v (:i&:))  inf(R(:), R(:i&1)) = R(:i&1)>
R(:i). Then from Lemma 2.10, we know that #i+1=deg (:i+1) } R(:i) and
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e(#i+1 , K(:i+1))=deg (:i)deg (:i+1), where #i+1=v ( fi+1 (:i)) with f i+1
the monic minimal polynomial of :i+1 over K. Therefore
R(:i) #
1
deg :i } deg :i+1
Z&
p
deg :i } deg :i+1
Z,
thus K(:i) & K(:i+1)=K and K(: i , :i+1)=K(:i&: i+1), and K(:i , :i+1) is
totally ramified over K. In particular, R(:) can be written as
R(:)=
1
N
+
1
k
+
a
Nk1
with k1=deg :1 , a1 and (a, p)=1,
and L(:1)=K(:&:1) and L & K(:1)=K. Here we note that R(:)
v (:&?1)= 1N+
1
k .
(b) m | deg :1 and k | deg :1 . Since :1&?1 # M(:1) and v (:1&?1)
=1N+1k, we have N | [M(:1) : K]. Hence m | deg :1 . Also v (:1)=1k
implies k | deg :1 . Hence if [M : K] = k = p or [L : M] = m = p, then
deg :1= Np .
Lemma 4.6. Assume that c$1> } } } >c$lR(:), and let (:, :1 , ..., :j+1 , 0)
be a SDC for : over K. Set deg :i=ki , R(:i)=ri (kiki+1), Xi=
:$i K v (: i&:$i), and D i=d(K(:i)K) the valuation of the discriminant of
K(:i) over K for each i. Then:
(1) For any i with 1i j+1, we have
ki&1Di&kiDi&1=k iki&1 (Xi&Xi&1)+(r i&1&1)(ki&1&ki),
where D0=d(K(:)K), k0=N, and X0=:$K v (:&:$);
(2) The following identity holds,
m&
1
k
=
1
Nk1
(r0&1)(N&k1)+
1
k1k2
(r1&1)(k1&k2)
+
1
k2k3
(r2&1)(k2&k3)+ } } } +
1
kjk
(r j&1)(k j&k),
where R(:)=r0 (Nk1). Especially, if l(:)=2, then r0=(Nm&1)(m&1),
and if l(:)=3, then
r0 \ 1k1 &
1
N++r1 \
1
k
&
1
k1+=m&
1
N
.
Proof. As for R(:i&1), from Remark 4.5(3)(a) we know that
(ri&1 , p)=1.
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Let x be a prime element of K(:i&1&:i) and set y=:i&1&:i . Then
y==xri&1 with some = # U(K(: i&1&: i)). Since v (:i&1&:$i&1)=v (:i&1&
:+:&:$+:$&:$i&1)inf(R(:i&2), c$l)> 1k=v (:i&1), Lemma 4.3 can be
applied to K(:i&1&:i) over K(:i). Thus for any conjugate y${ y of y over
K(:i), we have
v ( y& y$)=v (:i&1&:$i&1)=v (x&x$)+
r i&1&1
k i&1ki
.
Hence
d(K(:i&1&:i)K(:i))=k iki&1 :
x$K(:i)
v (x&x$)
=ki ki&1 Xi&1&(ri&1&1)(ki&1&1).
Similarly, for any conjugate y${ y over K(:i&1), we have
v ( y& y$)=v (:i&:$i)=v (x&x$)+
r i&1&1
ki&1k i
.
Hence
d(K(:i&1&: i)K(:i&1))=kik i&1 Xi&(ri&1&1)(k i&1).
Since d(K(:i&1&: i)K)=ki&1 } d(K(:i)K)+d(K(: i&1&:i)K(:i))=k i }
d(K(:i&1)K)+d(K(:i&1&:i)K(:i&1)), we obtain
ki&1Di&kiDi&1=k iki&1 (Xi&Xi&1)+(r i&1&1)(ki&1&ki). (Ei)
Now multiplying (E1) by k2 and (E2) by k0 and adding these two, we get
k0k1D2&k1 k2D0 =k0k1 k2 (X2&X0)+k2 (r0&1)(k0&k1)
+k0 (r1&1)(k1&k2). (V)
Multiplying (V) by k3 and (E3) by k0k1 and adding them together, we get
k0k1k2D3&k1k2k3 D0 =k0k1k2 k3 (X3&X0)+k2k3 (r0&1)(k0&k1)
+k0k3 (r1&1)(k1&k2)+k0 k1 (r2&1)(k2&k3).
By continuing this process, we obtain
k0k1 } } } ki&1D i&k1k2 } } } kiD0
=k0 } } } ki (Xi&X0)+k2k3 } } } ki (r0&1)(k0&k1)+ } } }
+k0 k1 } } } ki&2 (ri&1&1)(k i&1&k i).
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Take i= j+1. Then k j+1=deg : j+1=k (cf. Remark 4.5(2)), and
Dj+1=d(K(:j+1)K)=kXj+1=k j+1Xj+1 .
On the other hand, from Remark 4.2 D0=d(K(:)K)=NX0&m(N&1).
Hence
k0 k1 } } } kj kj+1Xj+1&k1 } } } kj+1 (NX0&m(N&1))
=k0 } } } k j+1 (Xj+1&X0)+k2 } } } kj+1 (r0&1)(k0&k1)+ } } }
+k0 } } } k j&1 (rj&1)(kj&kj+1),
and we obtain
m&
1
k
=
1
k0k1
(r0&1)(k0&k1)+
1
k1 k2
(r1&1)(k1&k2)+ } } }
+
1
kj kj+1
(r j&1)(kj&kj+1).
If l(:)=2, then m& 1k=
1
Nk(r0&1)(N&k), and if l(:)=3, then
m&
1
k
=
1
Nk1
(r0&1)(N&k1)+
1
k1 k
(r1&1)(k1&k),
and we get the result. K
Lemma 4.7. Assume that c$1> } } } >c$lR(:).
(1) Suppose that m>k, and let (:, :1 , ...) be a SDC for : over K.
Take j such that deg :j&1m and deg :j<m. Then R(:j&1)= 1N+
1
k , and :j
can be taken as ?1 , i.e., (:, :1 , ..., :j&1 , ?1 , 0) is a SDC for : over K. Thus
deg (:j&1)=m.
(2) Set R(:)= 1N+
1
k+
a
Nk1 with k1=deg :1 . Then deg :1=m if and
only if a=1.
In this case, if m>k, then R(:1)= 1N+
1
k and (:, :1 , ?1 , 0) is a SDC for
: over K, so l(:)=3. If m=k, then R(:1)= 1k and (:, :1 , 0) is a SDC for
: over K, so l(:)=2.
(3) Let m= p+ and k= p}. If deg :1=k, then
+ | } and R(:)=
1
N
+
1
k
+
1
Nk
}
k&1
m&1
.
Proof. (1) From the choice of j, we have RM (:)v M (:&: j)=
k } v (:&:j)=k } R(:j&1). Since RM (:)=1+ 1m (cf. Remark 4.5(1)), we
obtain R(:j&1) 1N+
1
k .
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On the other hand, R(:j&1)v (:j&1&?1)=v (:j&1&:+:&?1)=
v (:&?1)= 1N+
1
k , so we have R(:j&1)=
1
N+
1
k=v (:j&1&?1). Since
R(?1)= 1k<R(:j&1), from Lemma 2.4 (:, :1 , ..., :j&1 , ?1 , 0) becomes a
SDC for : over K. Then deg :j&1 } deg ?1=N implies that deg :j&1=m.
(2) Suppose that deg :1=m. Then [M(:1) : K]=N. Since
v (:1&?1)= 1N+
1
k and :1&?1 # M(:1), we have M(:1)=K(:1&?1).
Set y=:1&?1 , and take x as a prime element of M(:1). Then y==xm+1
with some = # U(M(:1)). From Lemma 4.3 for any conjugate y${ y of y
over K(:1), we have
v ( y& y$)=v (?1&?$1)=v (x&x$)+
m
N
. (4.2)
On the other hand, we know that
v (_(x)&x)= :
_~ |M(:1)=_
_~ # Gal(L(:1)K(:1))
v (_~ (#)&#), (4.3)
where _(x)=x$ and # is a prime element of L(:1) (cf. (4.1)). Now since
v (:&:1)=R(:)=r0 (Nm) with (r0 , p)=1, from Lemma 4.3 for L(:1) over
K(:1) we have
v (_~ (#)&#)=v (_~ (:)&:)&
r0&1
Nm
=
1
k
+v (_~ (?)&?)&
r0&1
Nm
.
Therefore
v (_(x)&x)= :
_~ |M(a1)=_
{1k+v (_~ (?)&?)&
r0&1
Nm =
=\1k&
r0&1
Nm + m+ :_~ |M=_|M v (_~ (?)&?).
Now by setting _1=_|M , we know that v (_1 (?1)&?1)=_~ # G, _~ |M=_1
v (_~ (?)&?). Thus
v (x$&x)=\1k&
r0&1
Nm + m+v (?$1&?1).
Comparing this with (4.2), we obtain r0=m2+m+1 and a=1.
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Conversely, suppose that R(:)= 1N+
1
k+
1
Nk1 , i.e., r0=mk1+k1+1. Then
from (4.3) we have as before for a conjugate over K(:1)
v (x$&x)= :
_~ |M(:1)=_
{1k+v (_~ (?)&?)&
mk1+k1
Nk1 =
=\1k&
m+1
N + m+v (?$1&?1)
=v (?$1&?1)&
1
k
=v \\:1&?1:1 +
$
&\:1&?1:1 ++ .
From this, as v ((:1&?1):1)= 1N>0, we can know that v ((:1&?1):1)=
v (x)= 1N . Hence [M(:1) : K]=N and we get k1=m. The rest is true from
(1) and Remark 4.5(2).
(3) Suppose that deg :1=k. Then l(:)=2, and from Lemma 4.6(2)
we obtain r0= Nm&1m&1 =k+N+
k&1
m&1 . Now
k&1
m&1 # Z if and only if + | }. K
Theorem 4.8. Assume that c$1> } } } >c$lR(:) and mk. Assume also
that there exist subfields M* , M*&1 , ..., M0 such that M#M* #
M*&1 # } } } #M0 #K with [M : M*]=[M* : M*&1]= } } } =[M0 : K]=
p. Then deg :1=m and R(:)= 1N+
1
k+
1
Nm . Furthermore, if m>k, then
R(:1)= 1N+
1
k , (:, :1 , ?1 , 0) is a SDC for : over K and l(:)=3. If m=k,
then R(:1)= 1m , (:, :1 , 0) is a SDC for : over K and l(:)=2.
Proof. If [M : K]= p, then deg :1= Np =m from Remark 4.5(3)(b). So
from Lemma 4.7(2), we know that R(:)= 1N+
1
k+
1
Nm , and the rest is true.
Now let k= p*+1, *1. Take a subfield M0 such that K/M0 /M and
[M0 : K]= p, then from Remark 2.2(8) : over M0 is also in the Case II. It
suffices to show that the theorem is true by assuming that it holds for :
over M0 . Thus we have
RM0 (:)=
1
N$
+
1
k$
+
1
N$m
,
where N$=[L : M0] and k$=[M : M0].
Let (:, ;, ...) be a SDC for : over M0 , so degM0 (;)=m. Since
degK ;mp<N, we have R(:)v (:&;)= 1p } RM0 (:), which gives us that
R(:) 1N+
1
k+
1
Nm .
Let (:, :1 , ..., :d , 0) be a SDC for : over K, and set kj=deg :j for each
j. Assume that k1>m. Then we must have k1 k2>N and l(:)3, i.e., d2.
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From deg :2Np2<[L : M0], we have RM0 (:)v M0 (:&:2)=p } R(:1).
Hence R(:1) 1N+
1
k+
1
Nm .
Now we consider it by dividing into two cases.
(1) Suppose that k1k2<Nm. Assume that R(:1)> 1N+
1
k . Then R(:1)
must satisfy the inequalities
1
N
+
1
k
<R(:1)
1
N
+
1
k
+
1
Nm
.
But since R(:1) # (1k1k2) Z&( pk1 k2) Z, N | k1 k2 and k1 k2<Nm, this is
impossible. Hence R(:1) 1N+
1
k .
(a) If m>k, then there exists j such that R(:j)= 1N+
1
k from
Lemma 4.7(1). Then j=1 and k1k2=N, a contradiction.
(b) Suppose that m=k. Then from k1k2>N we must have
R(:1)< 1N+
1
k . But then
v (:2&?1)=v (:2&:+:&?1)=R(:1) #
1
k1k2
Z&
p
k1 k2
Z.
As [M(:2) : K]kk2<k1k2 , this is a contradiction.
(2) Suppose that k1k2Nm. Then k2>m.
(a) If m>k, then there exists j such that R(:j)= 1N+
1
k . Now j>1
and kj=m, and the following inequalities hold:
1
N
+
1
k
<R(:j&1)R(:1)
1
N
+
1
k
+
1
Nm
.
But since kj&1kj<Nm, as in (1) these inequalities can not be satisfied.
(b) Suppose that m=k. We have the inequalities
R(:d)=
1
k
<R(:d&1)
1
N
+
1
k
+
1
Nm
.
If we assume that kd&1kdNm=m3, then kd&1N. Thus kd&1 kd<Nm
and N | kd&1kd . Hence as in (1) we must have R(:d&1) 1N+
1
k . Since
kd&1kd>N, R(:d&1)< 1N+
1
k . Then
v (:d&?1)=v (:d&:+:&?1)=R(:d&1) #
1
kd&1kd
Z&
p
kd&1 kd
Z.
But [M(:d) : K]m2<kd&1kd , which is a contradiction.
Therefore we must have k1=m. The rest is true from Lemma 4.7(2) K
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Actually the assumptions ‘‘c$1>c$2> } } } >c$lR(:) and the existence of
subfields [Mj]’’ in the above and the next theorems are unnecessary, if the
minimum ?-value cl satisfies cl3N (cf. Proposition 4.11).
Theorem 4.9. Assume that c$1> } } } >c$lR(:) and mk. Assume also
the existence of subfields [Mj] as in Theorem 4.8. Set k=mb } t with
1t<m and b1. Then:
(1) If t=1, then deg :1=k=mb, R(:)=1N+1k+(mb&1+ } } } +
m+1)Nmb, (:, :1 , 0) is a SDC for : over K and l(:)=2.
(2) If t>1, then deg :1=mb+1=Nt, R(:)=1N+1k+(mb+
mb&1+ } } } +m+1)Nmb+1, R(:1)=1N+1k+(mb&1+mb&2+ } } } +
m+1)Nmb, (:, :1 , :2 , 0) is a SDC for : over K and l(:)=3.
Proof. If m=k, i.e., b=t=1, then this holds from Theorem 4.8.
If m= p, then (1) can only occur and deg :1=k. Hence from
Lemma 4.7(3) this holds.
Suppose that m>p. It suffices to consider the case k>m, and again we
shall prove it inductively. Let’s take a subfield M0 such that K/M0 /M
and [M0 : K]= p, and set N$=[L : M0] and k$=[M : M0]. Let
(:, :1 , ..., :d , 0) be a SDC for : over K, and set kj=deg :j for each j.
(a) If t=1, then k$=mb&1mp =m
b&1t1 with t1= mp >1 and b2. Now
: over M0 is in the case (2). Hence we assume that if (:, :~ 1 , :~ 2 , 0) is a SDC
for : over M0 , then degM0 (:~ 1)=m
b, degM0 (:~ 2)=k$,
RM0 (:)=
1
N$
+
1
k$
+
mb&1+ } } } +m+1
N$mb
and
RM0 (:~ 1)=
1
N$
+
1
k$
+
mb&2+ } } } +m+1
N$mb&1
.
(i) Suppose that k1<mk$=[L : M0]. Then we have
1
p
} RM0 (:)v (:&:1)=R(:)
1
p
} RM0 (:).
Thus
R(:)=
1
p
} RM0 (:)=
1
N
+
1
k
+
mb&1+ } } } +m+1
Nmb
,
and we have k1=mb=k. hence (:, :1 , 0) is a SDC for : over K.
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(ii) Suppose that k1=mk$=[L : M0]. Since kd&1>k and
deg :~ 2pk$=k, we have
R(:d&1)v (:d&1&:~ 2)=v (:d&1&:+:&:~ 2)
=v (:&:~ 2)=
1
p
} RM0 (:~ 1).
On the other hand, from degM0 (:d)k we get
1
p } RM0 (:)v (:&:d)=
R(:d&1). Hence
1
N
+
1
k
+
mb&1+ } } } +m+1
Nmb
R(:d&1)

1
N
+
1
k
+
mb&2+ } } } +m+1
Nmb&1
.
But R(:d&1) # (1kd&1kd) Z&( pkd&1kd) Z, and as Nmb&1 | kd&1 kd and
Nmb&1<kd&1kd<Nmb, this cannot happen.
(b) If t>1, then k$=mb tp with b1.
(i) If tp=1, then : over M0 is in the case (1). If (:, :~ 1 , 0) is a
SDC for : over M0 , then degM0 (:~ 1)=k$ and
RM0 (:)=
1
N$
+
1
k$
+
mb&1+ } } } +m+1
N$mb
.
Suppose that degM0 (:1)<[L : M0]. Then as in (a)(i) we have
R(:)=
1
p
} RM0 (:)=
1
N
+
1
k
+
mb&1+ } } } +m+1
Nmb
,
which implies that k1=mb<k, a contradiction. Hence degM0 (:1)=
[L : M0], and so deg :1=degM0 (:1)=
N
p =m
b+1. Since k2<[L : M0], we
get 1p } RM0 (:)v (:&:2)=R(:1).
Also from deg :~ 1pk$<deg :1 , we obtain
R(:1)v (:1&:~ 1)=v (:1&:+:&:~ 1)=v (:&:~ 1)=
1
p
} RM0 (:).
Therefore R(:1)= 1p } RM0 (:)=1N+1k+(m
b&1+ } } } +m+1)Nmb, and
deg :2= pmb=k. Thus l(:)=3.
In order to find R(:), we use Lemma 4.6(2) and find that r0=mb+2+
mb+1+ } } } +m+1. Hence R(:)=1N+1k+(mb+ } } } +m+1)Nmb+1.
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(ii) If tp>1, then : over M0 is in the case (2). Let (:, :~ 1 , :~ 2 , 0)
be a SDC for : over M0 . Then we have degM0 (:~ 1)=m
b+1=Nt,
RM0 (:)=
1
N$
+
1
k$
+
mb+ } } } +m+1
N$mb+1
and
RM0 (:~ 1)=
1
N$
+
1
k$
+
mb&1+ } } } +m+1
N$mb
.
Suppose that k1<mk$=[L : M0]. Then we have as in (a)(i) R(:)=
1
p } RM0 (:)=1N+1k+(m
b+ } } } +m+1)Nmb+1, so k1=mb+1. Since
deg :~ 2pk$=k and degM0 (:2)deg :2<deg :1=m
b+1, we have
R(:1)v (:1&:~ 2)=v (:&:~ 2)=
1
p
} RM0 (:~ 1)
and
1
p
} RM0 (:~ 1)v (:~ 1&:2)=v (:&:2)=R(:1).
Therefore R(:1)= 1p } RM0 (:~ 1)=1N+1k+(m
b&1+ } } } +m+1)Nmb,
which implies that deg :2= Nm=k and (:, :1 , :2 , 0) is a SDC for : over K.
Suppose that k1=[L : M0]. Since kd&1>k=mbt and deg :~ 2k$p=k,
we have R(:d&1)v (:d&1&:~ 2)= 1p } RM0 (:~ 1). Also from
1
p } RM0 (:)
v (:&:d)=R(:d&1), we obtain
1
N
+
1
K
+
mb+ } } } +m+1
Nmb+1
R(:d&1)

1
N
+
1
k
+
mb&1+ } } } +m+1
Nmb
. (4.4)
Set kd&1=mbt$, then kd&1kd=m2btt$ and
R(:d&1) #
1
m2btt$
Z&
p
m2btt$
Z.
First we assume that t$m. Then Nmb | m2btt$. If t$>m, then
R(:d&1)>1N+1k+(mb&1+ } } } +m+1)Nmb. And the difference
between the left hand side and the right hand side in (4.4) is 1
Nmb+1
< 1
m2btt$
,
which shows that (4.4) is impossible. If t$=m, then Nmb=kd&1 kd and
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from (4.4) we have R(:d&1)=1N+1k+(mb&1+ } } } +m+1)Nmb. But
then degM0 (:d&1)deg :d&1=m
b+1 and
1
p
} RM0 (:)v (:&:d&1)=R(:d&2)
v (:d&2&:~ 2)=
1
p
} RM0 (:~ 1).
Hence the inequalities (4.4) hold also by replacing :d&1 by :d&2 . But then
R(:d&2)>1N+1k+(mb&1+ } } } +m+1)Nmb, and again this is
impossible as R(:d&2) # (1kd&2kd&1) Z&( pkd&2kd&1) Z.
Next we assume that t$<m. Then we can show that there exist no
integers u such that
m+1
Nmb+1

u
m2btt$

1
Nmb
,
which shows again that (4.4) is impossible. K
Proposition 4.10. Let M be an intermediate field of the fields corres-
ponding to two consecutive ramification groups. Then :-values over K satisfy
c$1> } } } >c$lR(:), and we can apply Theorems 4.8 and 4.9 to M.
Proof. Assume that c$1> } } } >c$sR(:)> } } } >c$l with s<l and
ms>m$ (i.e., the Case I(b)). Let F be the field corresponding to
G(s)=[_ # G | v (_(?)&?)cs]. Then L and K(:1) both contain F. Assume
that F#M. Then [M(:1) : M][K(:1) : M]<[L : M]. Hence RM (:)
v M (:&:1)=k } R(:)RM (:), which implies that R(:)= 1k } RM (:)=
1
k (1+
1
m)=
1
N+
1
k , a contradiction. Therefore F#3 M, and so M#F.
Set g=[F : K]. Now :-values over F are gc$1> } } } >gc$sRF (:), so :
over F is in the case II.
Let (:, :1 , ...) be a SDC for : over K. Then deg :1= g } degF (:1)<N
implies that degF (:1)< Ng =[L : F]. Hence R(:)=
1
g } RF (:). Now we know
from Theorems 4.8 and 4.9 that RF (:)= 1N1 +
1
M1
+
a1
N1k 1
with N1=[L : F],
M1=[M : F] and a1<k 1 . Hence R(:)= 1N+
1
k+
a1
Nk 1
< 1N+
1
k+
1
N=
1
k+
2
N
c$l , which gives us a contradiction. The assumption on the existence of
subfields is satisfied for this M. K
Now we prove that if the minimum ?-value cl satisfies cl 3N , then the
Case I(b) does not occur, and at the same time we show that the assump-
tion on the existence of subfields [M*] in Theorems 4.8 and 4.9 is unne-
cessary.
For a subfield M of L over K, take M2 to be an intermediate field of the
fields corresponding to two consecutive ramification groups such that
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[M : K]=[M2 : K]=k. Let ?~ 1=NLM (?) and ?2=NLM2 (?), where NLM
and NLM2 are the norm maps from L to M and from L to M2 , respectively
and set :~ =?~ 1 (1+?) and ;=?2 (1+?). Then we know that ; over K is in
the Case II and we can apply Theorems 4.8 and 4.9 to ;. Let (:~ , :~ 1 , :~ 2 , ...)
and (;, ;1 , ;2 , ...) be SDCs for :~ and ; over K, respectively. Take any
prime element ?1 of M, and set :=?1 (1+?). We note that the sets of
:-values, :~ -values and ;-values over K are all the same.
Proposition 4.11. Let notations be as above, and assume that the mini-
mum ?-value cl satisfies cl 3N . Then (:, =0 ;1 , =0;2 , ...) with =0 # U(K) such
that ?1 #=0?~ 1 (mod P2M) becomes a SDC for : over K. Thus R(:)=R(;),
R(:1)=R(;1), ..., and l(:)=l(;), and : over K is in the Case II.
Proof. First we show that R(:~ )=R(;)=v (:~ &;1) and (:~ , ;1 , ;2 , ...)
becomes a SDC for :~ over K, so l(:~ )=l(;). We note that from Theorems
4.8 and 4.9, R(;)< 1k+
2
N .
Let’s consider Gal(LM)=[_1 , ..., _m] and Gal(LM2)=[{1 , ..., {m],
then
v (?~ 1&?2)=v \‘
m
i=1
_ i (?)& ‘
m
j=1
{ j (?)+
=v ((_1 (?)&{1 (?)) _2 (?) } } } _m (?)+{1 (?)(_2 (?)&{2 (?))
__3 (?) } } } _m (?)+ } } } +{1 (?) } } } {m&1 (?)(_m (?)&{m (?))).
We can assume that M{M2 , so ?~ 1 {?2 , and
v (?~ 1&?2) inf
1im {
m&1
N
+v (_i (?)&{ i (?))=

m&1
N
+cl
1
k
+
2
N
>R(;).
Thus we have v (:~ &;)=v (?~ 1&?2)>R(;).
Now
R(;)v (;&:~ 1)=v (;&:~ +:~ &:~ 1)=v (:~ &:~ 1)=R(:~ ).
Also we have
R(:~ )v (:~ &;1)=v (:~ &;+;&;1)=v (;&;1)=R(;).
Hence R(:~ )=R(;)=v (:~ &;1), and from R(;1)<R(;)=R(:~ ) we know
that (:~ , ;1 , ;2 , ...) is a SDC for :~ over K.
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For an arbitrary ?1 , we write ?1 as ?1==0 (1+’) ?~ 1 with =0 # U(K) and
’ # PM . We claim that R(:)=R(:~ ) and (:, =0;1 , =0;2 , ...) becomes a SDC
for : over K.
Let (:, :1 , :2 , ...) be a SDC for : over K. We have v (:&=0;1)=
v (:~ &;1+’:~ ) and v (’:~ ) 2k>R(:~ )=v (:~ &;1). Hence R(:)v (:&=0;1)=
R(:~ ).
Similarly, R(:~ )v (:~ &=&10 :1)=v (:&:1&=0’:~ )=v (:&:1)=R(:). Hence
we obtain R(:)=R(:~ )=v (:&=0;1).
Since R(=0;1)=R(;1)<R(:~ ), (:, =0 ;1 , =0 ;2 , ...) becomes a SDC for :
over K. K
Corollary 4.12. If the minimum ?-value cl satisfies cl3N, then for
any subfield M of L over K, l(:)=2 if and only if k is a power of m, and
l(:)=3 otherwise.
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